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Click here to view my work
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Looking Forward

Show Time

As mentioned in my previous newsletter, Tricia and
myself submitted a design to paint a carpark space in
Tunstall Square, Doncaster East. The good news is our
design was successful and this Sunday we will be
collaborating for the first time.
This week I received news that I was successful with
my submission to the My Two Cents group exhibition
at No Vacancy Gallery in the city. It starts next week
and I’m looking forward to it as many of my friends
are also featured.

21-26 May
My Two Cents
No Vacancy Gallery

Sneak Peak of our design

July
Well Read
MREAM Studios

Awesome Artist of the week!!
Alicia Cornwell
I recently met Alicia at the Knox Art Show and we
talked for ages. I had been following her on social
media and can always spot her work at exhibitions
and art show. Her realistic and very detailed floral
pieces are stunning. A very accomplished artist with a
fabulous skill for composition and colour. In particular
I really love her depiction of glass and the water
within it. I am sure you will appreciate her work. Click
here to view her Instagram profile.
Alicia Cornwell’s painting of orchids

Weekly Watch
I was invited to attend a RMIT writing class, as a guest. I was
allocated 7 students who now have the task of writing an
artist bio and some artwork descriptions for me. I have been
busy reading their drafts and answering loads of questions. I’m
very impressed at what has been written so far and will share
when they complete their task.
I’m making good progress (pictured left) on my submission to
the Emerging Artist exhibition at “fortyfive downstairs” and
will submit within the next week.
Progress on fortyfive
downstairs submission
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